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         HARMONY MUSICAL PRODUCTIONS launches Event Entertainment Program 
 
Harmony Musical Productions proudly announces the launch of their new event entertainment 
program, providing a completely unique format not available anywhere in the area.  
 
Available for private and corporate events such as conventions, receptions, galas, reunions, parties, and 
fundraisers, Harmony brings an entire theatrically staged musical show where requested, including set, 
props, sound designed by Rebecca Herivel, and actor musicians from the growing pool of professional 
talent to handle growing demand, all completely transportable.  
 
Currently, two shows are available for booking. “Musical Comedy Cabaret” and “A Taste of Broadway”. 
Both shows, created and directed by Cat Christ, have a 20-song, 3 vocalist plus piano and drum format. 
All productions engage the audience to create a more intimate, personal, and memorable experience. 
And with a photographer capturing the crowd throughout the event, memories to go abound! 
 
“Musical Comedy Cabaret” is HMP’s newest production. It is filled with fun and whacky moments 
featuring musical theatre and comedic cabaret numbers such as Big-Ass Rock, Pandemonium, and They 
Don’t Let You In The Opera If You’re A Country Star, as well as a few numbers from our Broadway show 
like Bosom Buddies and The Ladies Who Lunch. The penultimate 14-well-known-song number, called 
Musicals In A Box, is actually a musical game which stars the audience  who is invited to dive into prop 
bins and play and sing along, adding a rousing layer to the interactive experience.  
 
“A Taste of Broadway” is a beautiful staged song collection from Broadway shows, some iconic, some 
obscure. This is a slightly revised, tour-friendly version of Harmony’s recent premiere success of “An 
Evening of Broadway”, which debuted in November of 2018. Including Cat Christ’s arrangements of I 
Dreamed A Dream and Over The Rainbow, as well as songs from shows such as  Hair, Gypsy, Company, 
and Mame, “A Taste of Broadway” is a delightful musical journey of beauty, heartache, comedy, and joy.  
 
Harmony Musical Productions is led by co-founders and entertainment veterans Cat Christ and Erin 
O’Reilly. Christ, Artistic Director, has over four decades of professional musical and theatrical 
performance experience. O’Reilly, Design Director, has a lifetime background in theatre, music, and 
design. 
 
HMP’s Booking Wizard is Angela Faro. Ms. Faro, with an extensive background in directing, film 
production, and comedy improv, is the voice with heart that is a knowledgeable pleasure for clients to 
communicate with when inquiring and booking a show. 
 



The touring portfolio will expand in time. In development and pre-production are the next several 
shows: “An Evening In The Tropics,” “Like A Totally Awesome 80s Musical Party,” “A Fairy Tale for 
Everyone,” and “Life in Song”. 
It is the HMP passionate mission to share creations of harmony with everyone that can hear them. 
Everyone.  
 
Simply: Dissolving the fourth wall to blend the hearts of audience and performer creates magic that 
transcends “merely putting on a show”.  
 
Harmony Musical Productions bring the magic of harmony to you. 
 
For information and booking, please email: 
contact@harmonymusicalproductions.com 
or 
booking@harmonymusicalproductions.com 
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